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Mear annual snow accumula-
tion along the Mirnyy-Vostok
profile (1970 through 1973).

stakes in each 10-kilometer interval; from kilometers
880 to 1,430 (Vostok) there are three to four stakes in
each 10-kilometer interval.

Snow accumulation sharply decreases inland, from
170 centimeters of water at kilometer 25 to 25 centi-
meters of water at about kilometer 230; it persists
at this level until about kilometer 370, when it begins
to increase to 40 centimeters by about kilometer 430
and then gently decreases to 7 centimeters in the
Vostok area.

These data seem to confirm the character of ant-
arctic accumulation by precipitation, as observed by
Kotlyakov (1966). The decreased snow accumulation
from kilometers 230 through 430 is apparently due to
increased wind transport of snow and to evaporation.
Considerable differences in accumulation rates along
adjacent, 400-kilometer coastal stretches are due to
the relief of the ice sheet. This relationship is scheduled
for further study.
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Temperature measurements in the
Vostok Station borehole
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The first temperature distribution data from a bore-
hole at the Soviet Union's Vostok Station were ob-
tained in 1970 to 508 meters in depth (Barkov and
Uvarov, 1973). A dry hole 180 millimeters in diameter
was thermal-drilled at Vostok in 1972 to a depth of
782 meters. Principal measurements were made by a
thermal probe lowered along the hole's axis and
placed in contact with the hole's walls. A special
thermosonde was melted 0.3 meter into the ice at the
bottom of the hole.

Platinum thermometers with 100- and 500-ohm
resistance at 0°C. and thermistors with 1,000-ohm
resistance at 20°C. were used. The measurements were
made with the use of a thermistor-balanced bridge.
The bottom thermosonde was melted into the ice by
an 80-watt thermal heater at a rate of 5 millimeters
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Vostok Station, based on
1970 and 1972 measurements,
on 1972 bottom temperature
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per minute. It remained in the ice for about 40 hours.
The resistance determination error of platinum ther-
mometers did not exceed ±0.005 percent (corre-
sponding to ±0.01°C.).

The thermal probes and the station's reference
calibrating facilities provided temperature data with
errors not larger than ±0.03°C. Measurement results
are given in the figure (a). When temperatures in the
100- to 500-meter depth region are compared to
those obtained in 1970, we see that the largest dif -
ferences (amounting to 0.09°C.) are found between
100 and 150 meters. At other depths the difference
did not exceed 0.04°C. The agreement of these results
obtained almost 3 years apart attests to the quality of
the data.

The figure (curve 1, a), plotted by 1972 data,
shows two anomalous areas in the 580- to 620- and
700- to 780-meter intervals. These anomalies, amount-
ing 0.1° to 0.3°C., can be attributed to an additional
heat input (the drilling speed at these depths was
2 to 3 times slower). Down to 600 meters the tempera-
ture regime recovers in 15 to 20 days for the layers
that were drilled at the typical speed of 1.5 to 2

meters per hour. Temperature rises (about 0.1'C.)
at depths of 580 to 620 meters occurred 65 days after
drilling.

A comparison of axial and contact measurements
has shown no significant differences in temperature
values. An interesting, depth-related characteristic
of temperature gradient variations is worth mention:
at depths with a fully recovered temperature regime
(at least 100 to 560 meters) the temperature gradient
linearly increases from 0.65° to 0.85°C. per 100
meters (figure, b'). The figure (curve 2, a) shows
temperature calculations based on the linear character
of temperature gradient variations in the hole. The
calculated values agree with the experimental data.
Temperatures measured with a thermosonde melted
into the bottom of the hole (773 meters in depth)
coincided with the estimated accuracy of alout
0.01° C.

Temperature measurement in a glacier, usin a
thermosonde melted into the bottom of a hole, seems
a promising technique. Since the disturbed heat regime
below the bottom of a hole during drilling is not
large (Kudryashov and Yakovlev, 1973), the thenno-
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sonc directly contacts the studied medium and af-
ford the time necessary for ice temperature measure-
mers (Putikov, 1969).
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News and notes
Icebreakers beset, freed

Iwo U.S. Coast Guard icebreak-
ers and an Argentine icebreaker
became trapped in antarctic ice at
various times during February and
Ma-ch 1975. Although all three
shiçs eventually became free, for
a time it appeared that two of
them—together with their crews—
might have to spend the 1975
austral winter drifting in the pack
ice's grip.

The first besetment occurred at
71 0 48'S. 103 0 33"W. on February
20, 1975, after USCGC Burton Island
completed a reconnaissance of un-
explored areas of the eastern
Amundsen Sea. Aboard the ship
was a team of specialists from the
U.S. Geological Survey, the Na-
tional Science Foundation, and
Holmes and Narver, Inc. With
help from the ship's crew, the team
had surveyed the Lindsey Islands
and had gathered information
about weather and other general
conditions in the region.

On February 17 a Burton Island
crewmember developed symptoms
of probable appendicitis. Due to

the lack of needed abdominal X-
ray equipment and a dwindling
antibiotics supply, the ship was
ordered to make best possible speed
for Palmer Station (about 1,800
kilometers away). On the way,
however, Burton Island encoun-

tered tightly packed floes and raft-
ing (where pressure ridges forced
the edges of the ice into ridges) in
the 195-kilometer-wide band of
pack ice bordering the west antarc-
tic coast. For a day Burton Island
backed and rammed the close pack,

-

U.S. Coast Guard

LJSCGC Glacier beset in Erebus and Terror Gulf. Rosamel Island, about 15 kilometers
directly behind the ship, marks the start of open water.
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